This paper will discuss how to determine word stress from spelling. Stress assignment is a well-established weak point for many speech synthesizers because stress dependencies cannot be determined locally, by looking through a five or six character window, as many speech synthesizers do. Examples such as degrcide I dGgradcition and tklegraph / tel5graphy demonstrate that stress dependencies can span over two and three syllables.
Background
A speech synthesizer is a machine that inputs a stream of text and outputs a speech signal. This paper is will discuss a small piece of how words are converted to phonemes. Typically words are converted to phonemes in one of two ways: either by looking the words up in a dictionary (perhaps with a certain amount of morphological analysis), or by sounding the words out from their spelling. 0 Dictionary Lookup 0 LETTER to SOUND (i.e., sound the word out from basic principles)
Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages; dictionary lookup fails for unknown words b g . , proper nouns) and letter to sound rules fail for irregular words, which are very common in English. Most speech synthesizers adopt a hybrid strategy, using the dictionary when possible and turning to letter to sound rules for the rest. These systems lean very heavily on letter to sound rules for surnames because there are no available surname dictionaries at present, and there are reasons to suspect that it may be very difficult to compile one that would have adequate coverage. This paper will focus on the Letter to Sound component. It will be assumed that most common words will be handled by the dictionary approach so that only infrequent worddnames will be left to the Letter to Sound component.
The Local Approach (A Straw Man)
Most letter to sound rules work by translating strings of letters directly into strings of phonemes using context-sensitive rewrite rules such as:
This formalism could be used to say that the letter t is rewritten as the phoneme /t/ in most contexts, but in certain contexts k g . , before the letters ion), the letter t is rewritten as the phoneme /sh/.
It is very difficult
to write a large grammar in this formalism. Most such projects require a few years of intense effort by a highly skilled expert. The end result is often very difficult to debug and to maintain, and therefore not very attractive to development groups. Some researchers k g . , [Klatt and Shipmanl) have attempted (but never with success) to alleviate these drawbacks by turning to selforganizing technologies to help write the grammar. The 'local approach' would work much better if phonological processes worked locally (e.g., within a 3-7 character window).
Representation Issues
Unfortunately, many phonological processes (especially stress assignment) cannot be stated very easily in terms of characters in a small window. Stress assignment is more naturally described in terms of linguistically motivated representations based on syllable weight, part of speech, morphology and etymology. SYLLABLE WEIGHT Syllables are marked either heavy or light, depending only on the local 'shape' (e.g., vowel length and number of post-vocalic consonants). For example, the last vowel of assrime is heavy because it has a long vowel and the last syllable of astbnish is light because it has a short vowel. Heavy syllables are more likely to be stressed than light syllables, though the actual outcome depends upon contextual constraints such as the English Main Stress Rule. These contextual constraints are easier to state in terms of syllable weight than in terms of sequences of letters. Attempting to formulate these constraints in terms of sequences of letters, as the 'local approach' does, is probably mistaken. e PART of SPEECH: The English Main Stress Rule is also sensitive to part of speech as evidenced by pairs such as: thrment (noun) / tormknt (verb) . The fact that stress alternates systematically with part of speech causes difficulty for the 'local approach,' since part of speech cannot be determined locally within a 3-7 character window. e MORPHOLOGY: Certain suffixes such as -ation, -ate force the stress to alternate backwards as in: degrcide I dl.gradcition. These suffixes, which are called strong retractors, are problematic for the 'local approach' because the stress alternations propagate over an arbitrary number of letters. Note that it would be impossible to synthesize deg without first knowing the parity of the stress alternation.
Other suffixes such as -ence are called weak retractors. In this case, the stress depends on the syllable weight at the end of the stem. When the final syllable of the stem is heavy, it is stressed (e.g., depkndence); when the final syllable is light, it is unstressed (e.g., chnjdence). Note that the syllable weight contrast can be obscured by the spelling. Consider inferencehnhkrence which both end with the same six letters: -erence. To predict the correct stress assignment, the letter to sound rules have to know that the stem ,fer is light and the stem here is heavy. This kind of knowledge is extremely difficult to incorporate into the 'local approach'. ETYMOLOGY: Although the English Main Stress Rule correctly predicts the placement of stress in the bulk of native English words, it needs to be ammended to cope with words borrowed from Italian, French, and many other languages.
It is essential for the letter to sound rules to know that names borrowed from Italian (Marchni), for example, take penultimate stress and that names borrowed from French (Annktte) take final stress. Etymology, like morphology, part of speech and syllable weight, is problematic for the 'local approach' because Etymological cues are often distributed thoughout a name.
It will be argued that that each of these four points, syllable weight, part of speech, morphology and etymology, ought to play an important role in the representation.
Etymology
In addition to the stress arguments, there are also a number of additional motivations for determining etymology. 
Probability of X
These statistics show quite clearly consonant sequences are much more common in Italian than in Japanese, where consonants and vowels show a very strong tendency to alternate.
The second table lists a number of trigrams which are stereotypical of certain languages. Note that probabity estimates tend to agree with our intuitions. Given a fairly reliable estimate of the etymology such as this, it is then possible to design language specific rules for assigning stress so that Italian names receive penultimate stress and French names receive final stress. Similarly, it is possible to design language specific rules so that ch is realized as /k/ in Italian and as Ish/ in French, and so on. These sorts of etymologically determined variations, are relatively easy to incorporate into the letter to sound rules if etymology is treated as an intermediate level of representation. 
Syllable Weight and Part of Speech

STRESS
The mapping from spelling to weight and part of speech is very hard and relatively uninteresting, so little will be said about it here. In contrast, the mapping from syllable weight and part of speech to stress has been very heavily studied. There is a very rich and powerful phonological theory that basically solves the problem in many cases.
As mentioned above, the phonological theory is more likely to stress heavy syllables than light syllables, though the actual outcome depends on rules like the English Main Stress Rule.
Basically, for verbs, the Main Stress Rule will stress the last syllable iff it is heavy. Thus, the final syllable of assume is stressed because it is heavy and the final syllable of astonish is not stressed because it is not heavy. The rule fore nouns, is very similar except that it applies to the penultimate sylable instead of the final syllable. Thus, the penultimate syllable of synhpsis is stressed becasue it is heavy and the penultimate syllable of cinema is not stressed because it is not heavy. 
The theory of stress assignment is composed of a short list (less than a half dozen) of rules of this kind. For efficiency purposes, instead of interpreting these rules at runtime, it was decided to use a table lookup mechanism. The table below (which was constructed by Richard Sproat) associates a unique output stress assignment for each combination of input syllable weights and part of speech. Moreover, note that there are even fewer distinct outputs. For example, 103 stress is assigned to verbs with many different syllable weights: HHH, HLH, LHH and LLH. In fact, there are only 51 distinct outputs. The fact that 51 < < 1020 indicates that the phonological theory provides a very powerful set of constraints. The theory is so powerful, in fact, that the constraints can make up for some uncertainty in the input description. Stress is often completely determined if the system knows the part of speech, the weight of the final or penultimate syllable (depending on part of speech) and the number of syllables.
Uncertainty in the input description arises because syllable weight and part of speech cannot be determined from spelling in general. Little will be said here about how the system attempts to guess weight and part of speech, except to say that the system makes use of a short lexicon of common morphemes and their syllable weights. Thus the system knows that -ation is HL and that -ity is LL and that -ence is L. The table below lists the performance of the system with a number of these morphemes. Note that strong retractors (e.g., -ation) are generally easier than weak retractors (-ency). Strong retractors are easy because stress does not depend on the stem; in contrast, weak retractors are hard because stress depends crucially on the weight of the last syllable of the stress. Recall the pair inferencelinhirence which require that the system know that fer is light and that here is heavy. In conclusion, it is important to think hard about representation. Letter to sound rules will perform better if the 'local approach' is abandoned in favor of a linguistically motivated representation that incorprates:
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